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INVITATION

for

Heritage Alive Conference

Pécs, January 24, 2019
Location: Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Pécs-Baranya,
Pécs Majorossy I. Street 36. 7626

CICC Association is pleased to invite you for the FORGET HERITAGE project’s
Heritage Alive conference.

The Forget Heritage project (www.forgetheritage.eu) started in 2016 within the framework of the Interreg Central Europe programme and aims to provide innovative, sustainable and transnational management solutions and models for partner municipalities and creative industry enterprises in revitalizing iconic but abandoned heritage buildings and community spaces with the involvement of the local population.

Topics:
- Introducing the Forget Heritage project
- Successful cultural heritage management models and solutions
- Heritage management in practice - results of the project pilot actions
- OffSpace application to involve citizens in heritage future uses
- National examples and objectives

Please, complete your registration by filling the registration form and send it in e-mail to info@kikk.hu until 07.01.2019.

Contact: Ágnes Melkovics, Judit Medvey project managers Tel.: +36202299805
Conference seats availability is limited. Attendance will be confirmed in e-mail.

Kind regards,

János Keresnyei
President, CICC Association